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ell, the holidays came and went and I still didn’t get a helper monkey
from Santa! So, I write to you now, exhausted, complete with burnt

retinas from the countless hours I spent staring at the computer screen, trying
to make everything just right for the issue you now hold in your hands. As
always, we hope you enjoy it!

It’s a new year and I just can’t wait to see what will happen in the world of
music in 2006. Perhaps we’ll start a pool to take bets on which celebrity will
launch a music career next? Clearly singing or any musical talent has not been
of the utmost importance in the past, so it could be anybody. We did our best
to round up some of the true talent out there today to include in our latest
installment of On Tour with Shure. Maybe when those other celebrities get back
to making music instead of headlines in other unique ways, we’ll include them
in our little discussions, but until then…

This time around we’ve really got a lot of flavorful variety for your reading
pleasure, and the pictures alone should keep some of you non-reading, too
busy types occupied as well (even though you’re probably not reading this).
For three of our features, we stayed close to home. There’s a lot of great music
coming out of Chicago still, and it’s not just the blues anymore. Take
BarlowGirl for instance… the three sister Christian rock group hails from
Chicago, bringing songs about everyday personal struggle to fans around the
world. We got to hang out with the brothers from Chevelle on the city’s north
side, and when Disturbed came to town for a few Thanksgiving weekend
shows, we were there to welcome them home. There just may be rock stars
among you, no matter where you come from.  

We also hooked up with M.I.A., (the pretty young thing on the cover),
when she came to town. Halloween brought us The Black Crowes for two
incredible nights. And we logged in some pretty good phone time with Jon
Nicholson and Merle Haggard.

There’s something for everyone here! Besides the rock star thing, we also
helped out at GRAMMY® Camp this summer and released a hot new wireless
microphone that’s taking over the world of live performance already.  

Once again, enjoy the issue, we hope you learn a few things about your
favorite rock star, become a fan of someone new, or just become a rock star
yourself someday… maybe we’ll be writing about you in the next issue?
Happy Belated New Year to all of our subscribers, faithful Shure users, and
new friends all over the world.   

Take care,

Cory Lorentz
Managing Editor, On Tour with Shure
editor@shure.com
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4 Mic Check
It’s the condensed version of fun facts and happenings in 
the world of Shure. It’s been business as usual for us here…
You know, award shows, conventions, concert videos, new
endorsers. There are even some colorful pictures for your
viewing pleasure.

6 Melodic Rock From The Midwest
It’s been a big year for Chicago-based Chevelle, and we got to
hang out with the brothers Loefler to get a little insight on what
makes a big year in the world of a rock band. We also had to
get to the bottom of how the name Chevelle came to be.

8 Do Not Be Conformed
BarlowGirl are out to change the world, one person at a time,
if that’s what it takes. The three sisters from Chicago sing of
personal struggle with the hope that they can give a little
inspiration to the fans that are listening; it’s the only reason
they do music.

10 Still Like Never Before
The outlaw Merle Haggard has been performing since the
age of 13 in the beer joints of Bakersfield, California. Even
today, at 68, not much has changed, and nothing has ever
been typical for this country legend.

12 On The Road With The Black Crowes
Rock n’ Roll fans rejoiced with the news that The Black
Crowes hiatus finally came to an end. When the Crowes
stopped in Chicago for a few nights, we spent a little time 
with FOH engineer Mark Newman.

14 Old School All The Way
As a part of the Music Mafia, that brought us Big & Rich and
Gretchen Wilson, Jon Nicholson has been more of a behind
the scenes kind of guy. With the release of his Warner debut
CD, A Little Sump’n Sump’n, he’s ready to bring a little old
school sound to the music world.

16 Stirring The Musical Pot
According to hip-hop/R&B princess M.I.A., her past is only a
prelude for the things to come; by the way, it’s been quite a
past. With her debut, Arular, M.I.A. caught the attention of the
music world and made a few fans along the way too.

18 Positively Negative
The many elements that make up the band Mudvayne only
help the band to raise their inner bar. For vocalist Chad Gray,
the intense vocal delivery night after night comes naturally,
and Shure is there to handle every screaming note.

20 Product Spotlight: UHF-R Wireless
Word coming in from backstage at
some of the nation’s top concert
venues is that Shure’s new UHF-R
wireless sounds virtually like a hard-
wired mic, looks and handles great,
and is equipped with features that
truly take the hard part out of system
setup in applications large and small.
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22 Ragin’ Rhonda Vincent — Bluegrass Baroness
Rhonda Vincent has bluegrass blood, as she grew up
playing it. Now she plays a role in keeping bluegrass
music alive and injecting a new vitality to the genre—
winning not only awards, but fans of all ages.

24 Let Out The Beast
Everyone has a little aggression to get out every once
and a while, and what better way to let it all go than
with a little aggressive music, right? Disturbed returns
with a new album, Ten Thousand Fists, providing
evidence to the fact that real, hardcore rock is NOT dead.

26 Pretty In Black
With a sound that transcends both time and genre,
and looks to kill, industry darlings, The Raveonettes,
are on their way to convert the masses the old
fashioned way, touring relentlessly… with a bunch 
of Shure gear of course!

30 Shure Rocks At Inaugural GRAMMY® Camp
Not your ordinary summer camp, and not your
ordinary counselors either! This past summer, Shure
signed up for GRAMMY Camp, providing donations 
of cash and gear to make the inaugural year 
one to remember for all of the incredibly 
talented kids in attendance.
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28 Engineered Wisdom: Made For Each Other
Dave Haines and Billy Flores, the sound engineers
for The Black Eyed Peas, got a chance to take
Shure’s latest products, UHF-R and KSM9 on tour a
little early this past year. Even though there were
other Shure mics on the stage, the guys couldn’t
stop talking about UHF-R.
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Awards and Honors:
Here at Shure, our range of products

make us part of some pretty special

events. But it always makes us doubly

proud when our Endorsing Artists are

honored for their talents at the same

time. Shure endorsers were well

represented at some of the premier

music awards shows this season.

AMAs Nov. 22, 2005 ABC 

American Music Awards give the fans a

voice in who gets honored. This year’s

program, hosted by Cedric the

Entertainer, was broadcast from L.A.’s

Shrine Auditorium. Winners in 21

categories are chosen by the public.

Shure Endorsers among the nominees

included; Martina McBride and LeAnn

Rimes, both nominated for Country

Female Artist; Maroon 5, nominated 

for Adult Contemporary Artist; System

of A Down, nominated for Alternative

Artist; and Jesse McCartney, nomina-

ted for Breakthrough Artist.

CMAs Nov. 15, 2005 CBS

“Country Music’s Biggest Night,” as the

Country Music Association’s annual

award program is called, honors not

only top performers, but also producers

and writers, voted on by peers within

the CMA. The 39th annual event was

broadcast from New York’s Madison

Square Garden. Congratulations to

Shure Endorser Dierks Bentley, who

won the Horizon Award. Congratula-

tions to Shure’s nominees: Sara Evans

and Martina McBride Female Vocalist 

of the Year; Allison Kraus and Union

Station, Lonestar and Diamond Rio,

Vocal Group of the Year. How much 

do we love Brad Paisley? Check his

nominations: Entertainer of the Year,

Male Vocalist of the Year, Single of the

Year, Song of the Year, Video of the Year

(all for “Alcohol”) and Musical Event of

the Year for his duet with fellow Endor-

ser Sara Evans,“New Again.” Go Brad!

Latin GRAMMYs Nov. 3, 2005

Univision

Making history, the 6th Annual Latin

GRAMMYS® were broadcast entirely

in Spanish, but the message and 

the music required no translation.

Congratulations to Shure Endorser

Juanes for bringing home three

trophies for Best Rock Solo Vocal

Album, Rock Song and Video; to

Endorser Alejandro Sanz for Record

and Song of the Year; and Ozomatli

for Best Alternative Music Album.

Î

Maroon 5

Brad Paisley

Juanes

Î
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Ready for our close-up
Shure gear is prominently featured in a

pair of newly released DVDs. A new,

triple-disc set that captures the sights

and sounds of the 2005 Modern

Drummer Festival, held in the New

Jersey Performing Arts Center, features

performances from many greats,

including Shure endorsers Sheila E. and

Karl Perazzo, with Alex Acuna, Chad

Smith of the Red Hot Chili Peppers, jazz

great Roy Haynes, and the force behind

Shadows Fall, Jason Bittner. Also, Shure

teamed with Yamaha to produce an

instructional DVD called Exploring

Sound Reinforcement.The DVD offers a

clear and concise overview of live sound,

analyzes signal flow, componentry,

sample setups, mixing and monitoring,

all presented with demonstrations, tips

and techniques. Good for the novice or

professional.

Shure donates Mics to
Chely Wright for Reading,
Writing and Rhythm
Foundation
Endorser Chely Wright is using her

success to help others by supporting

music education. The Reading, Writing

and Rhythm Foundation supports music

education programs throughout the

country, as well as raising awareness

about the importance of music

education nationwide. This June, the

annual fundraiser held at the Wildhorse

Saloon in Nashville, helped raise over

$125,000 in cash, plus donations of

equipment and instruments. Shure was

proud to donate gear for the cause,

and always happy to support Chely

Wright in anything she does.

Î

Paul McCartney Special
Edition Lexus
Former Beatle Paul McCartney is hitting

the road in style for his concert tour this

year. Lexus is sponsoring the tour, and

will donate a one-of-a-kind McCartney

Signature Edition of its RX 400h hybrid

utility vehicle, which features a very

unique gearshifter made of a classic

Shure 55SH Unidyne microphone. This

unique vehicle will be awarded to the

winner of an online fundraising sweep-

stakes supporting Adopt-A-Minefield, a

favorite charity of McCartney and his

wife, Heather. Thanks for making Shure 

a part of it all, Paul.

Percussive Arts Society
Convention
The 30th Anniversary of the Percussive

Arts Society Convention (PASIC) was 

held November 2nd through 5th at the

Columbus Convention Center in Colum-

bus, Ohio. Shure was there for the 

concerts, competitions and clinics, and to

man our booth. Shure endorsers Steve

Smith and John Blackwell gave clinics.

Î

Î

Î

(L-R): Ryan Smith, Artist Relations (Nashville), pictured with 

Bertha Brown and Chely Wright.

John Blackwell
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Pete and Sam Loefler have been play-

ing together their entire lives…and

we’re not just talking about onstage.

The two brothers make up two-thirds

of Chevelle, a Chicago-based heavy

rock band that’s coming off of perhaps

it’s biggest year ever, including a main

stage spot on this year’s OzzFest Tour.

On Tour with Shure caught up with the

brothers Loefler in their home studio

in Grayslake, Illinois for a discussion

of cars, guitars and how it feels to be 

a rock star.

ON TOUR WITH SHURE: The first question I’ve
got to ask is, where did the name come
from? Was it the car?
SAM: Well, when I was eighteen years old
and he was sixteen we needed a name.
PETE: We had a couple different names at
first, but they turned out to be sort of cheesy
so we kind of went with what we were into
at the time. And, we were into cars.
OTWS: So, it was the car.
PETE: Yeah. We grew up with cars…hot
rods. If I could go back, though, I wouldn’t
use a product. At the same time, though, it’s
a pretty badass product.



OTWS: I read that you write everything on
an acoustic guitar. Is that still the case?
PETE: A lot of it is written on acoustic, but
that was the old way. Now, everything comes
out of just jamming.
OTWS: When you did that before, writing
songs on the acoustic guitar, were you
hearing the songs louder and heavier in
your head?
PETE: Someone once said that if you can take
a song and play it on acoustic guitar… a rock
song, and it works…then that’s the sign of a
good song. So, basically, I took that philosophy
and ran with it. This time around we’re trying
to start with the beats as the beginning,
which we didn’t do before. It always used to
be the guitar first. Now we’re going more
with the drums and starting with that.
OTWS: How would you describe your
sound?
SAM: We always call ourselves a heavy rock
band.
PETE: Melodic rock.
SAM: I mean, how can you say it because it’s
your own music? That’s like asking how
good looking you think you are.
OTWS: I know. I just always like to give
people a chance to describe it…to see how
they view themselves. Plus, it seems like
you’ve gone through an evolution to where
you’ve got a much harder sound now than
you did when you started.
SAM: I think so.
PETE: Yeah, you get that from touring with
people like Sevendust and Anthrax.
OTWS: Funny you should say that because
my next question is how has being on the
road with bands like Type O Negative, Static-X,
Dope and Anthrax influenced your sound?
SAM: Well, some of those bands have been
influential. Sevendust was certainly an influ-
ential band to us. That was when we were
first starting out like in ‘99, as far as touring.
PETE: Yeah, because we were new.  But now, it’s
like, when we tour…we’re usually headlining,
so we get influenced by the bands who we
bring out to open. Bands like Strata, Dredg

and The Black Maria…bands that are just
starting out and have something new to offer.
OTWS: I read that you didn’t exactly get the
warmest reception from the crowd when
you opened for Slipknot a few times.
PETE: Oh yeah (laughs).
SAM: When we actually played with Slip-
knot, it was a while ago…it was bad. You
had to get on and get off.
OTWS: How did you deal with playing to a
hostile crowd?
PETE: Well, we did it a couple times and…
SAM: One time we wore masks.
PETE: Yeah.
SAM: It was a Halloween show and we were
like, hell yeah, we’ll wear masks…sort of
making fun of Slipknot.
PETE: We know those guys, so it’s cool, but
you know what, man? Slipknot fans want
Slipknot and that’s just the way it is. It’s just
like Pantera fans or Anthrax fans.
OTWS: Have you guys always used Shure mics?
SAM: Oh yeah, we’ve always used them…in
fact…
PETE: At some point, it’s like…you can’t be
in this industry without using a Shure mic.

SAM: In fact, on all three records we’ve done
so far, Pete’s used an SM7 for vocals. Now
he has this style with the SM7, which he
holds in his hand.
OTWS: What do you like about the SM7?
PETE: I just throw two filters on the top of
it and I can stick it right against my mouth…
I can hold it. I don’t keep it on a stand or
anything. That’s what I like about it…is that
I can actually hold it. It’s versatile enough to
be able to do that. I move around a lot when
I record.
OTWS: Are you also using in-ear personal
monitors?
SAM: Yeah. We’ve used them since about
2000. 
PETE: Yeah…about that.
SAM: The reason we switched from moni-
tors to in-ears is because we were getting
thrown on stage without sound checks, so
we had no monitors. We had to switch in
order to deal with that.
OTWS: How has that changed your per-
formance?
SAM: It actually makes you a better band
because…
PETE: I think it makes you tighter.
SAM: Yeah. If you sound good in your ears
then you sound great out front.
OTWS: You just came off the road about a
month ago. If you can tell us, what’s next
for you guys?
PETE: A lot of good things happened this
year. It was one of the biggest years for us,
but it was also one of the strangest and
hardest. We have a new bass player who’s
actually in the family, so we’re happy about
that. And, we’re going to write a new
record. We actually started this week.
SAM: Yeah, so we’re gonna see how that
goes. I figure we’ll probably be writing for
six months, at least, before we go and start
doing any recording at all. And then we’ll
get out to do the whole thing again.
PETE: We don’t just sit around when we’re
home. If we’re sitting around, we’re always
playing…all the time.

Chevelle Theirs On A Budget

Lead Vocals SM58® PG58
Backing Vocals SM58 PG58
Snare SM57 PG57
Overheads KSM137 PG81
Guitar ULXP14* PGX14*
Guitar Amp Beta 57A® & SM57 PG57
Bass Amp Beta 52®A PG52
Monitors PSM®700 PSM 200

*wireless system

On Tour with Shure 7
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ON TOUR WITH SHURE: So, how long have you
guys been together?
ALL: [laughing] We’re sisters.
ALYSSA: We’ve been doing BarlowGirl for
about six years.
REBECCA: December of ’99 was our first
show. In Oshkosh, WI. It was the first show
we had people at.
OTWS: How long have you been using Shure
gear?
LAUREN: We’ve always used Shure. Even when
we were in church band we used Shure.  
ALYSSA: Once we hit the whole band thing…
we just found…especially as far as ear
monitors go…
LAUREN: [interrupting] Oh my goodness…
there’s nothing better.
REBECCA: We live in/with our E5s. We take
them everywhere with us. They cancel out
any crying or screaming kids on the air-
plane. I actually sleep with them in my ears.
LAUREN: They are so much better than any-
thing I have ever had. Being the drummer,
it helps cancel out the noise. The E5s are
sooo clear.  
ALYSSA: Yeah, they are really clear. Our
problem was balancing hearing the band
clearly—feeling it—with [hearing] vocals.
We found that the E5s were the only ones
that work.
OTWS: How did you go from doing music in
your church to BarlowGirl?
LAUREN: My dad was a youth pastor. We were
in all the youth bands and our dad would
write the songs. People started asking [him]
to come to their church and play. It was
easier to take us than a whole school band.
And so we started writing our own songs.
We never pursued music. We never wanted
to get a record contract. We never wanted to
be on a label. We just did it because it was…
ALYSSA: It was a part of us
OTWS: Who are some of your influences?
REBECCA: It’s interesting. Being musicians,

but mostly being lyricists, our influences
are more speakers. We’d rather have a song
have amazing lyrics than have great chords
or great musical interludes.
ALYSSA: As far as music goes we are so
eclectic. We used to listen to old Beatles
songs…that’s actually how we learned to

sing together. Being in the back of the car
on long trips listening to Beatles songs.
OTWS: What kind of stuff do you guys sing
about?
LAUREN: Our music is our therapy. We can’t
just write a song to write a song. It has to be
something that we’ve been struggling with.
ALYSSA: Our songs actually come from our

journal entries. They are all true stories to
what we have been dealing with—every-
thing from eating disorders and image to
the struggle of wanting to dress inappro-
priately just to get attention. 
REBECCA: Feeling alone. 
LAUREN: The pressure of wanting to be popular. 
OTWS: Does that ever scare you? Writing such
personal lyrics?
REBECCA: When we first started, we were
terrified. We wanted to write feel good
songs.  But God put our hearts [in the right
place]. The only way you are going to reach
anybody is if you share your struggles.  
LAUREN: We hit on a lot of topics.
ALYSSA: We want to be honest.
LAUREN: Our message is pretty much our
life. Our struggles. In the bible there is a
verse, Romans 12:2, and it’s a verse we’ve
lived by our whole life. It says, ‘Do not be
conformed to this world, but be transformed
by the renewing of your mind.’  Sometimes
we don’t question things. It is time to step
out of our comfort zone and be different.  
ALYSSA: At the end of the day, I don’t want
to walk away from every show hearing,
‘You’re a great band. That was a great
concert.’ To me that is so superficial. When
people come up to us and say, ‘What you
said changed my life,’ ‘What you said helped
me get over an eating disorder.’ Or, you
know, you hear stories of kids who were
about to commit suicide, and then heard one
of our songs and got hope… That’s why we
do music.
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Lead Vocals ULXP24D/Beta 58®* PGX24/SM58®*
Kick Beta 52®A PG52
Snare SM57 PG57
Toms Beta 98D/S SM57
Hi-Hat KSM137 PG81
Overheads KSM32 PG81
Guitar SLX14* PGX14*
Guitar Amp SM57 PG57
Bass Amp Beta 52A PG52
Monitors PSM® 700 PSM 200

* wireless system
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The acolytes bowing down at his altar are many, including some
of country’s biggest names as well as artists making the pilgrimage
from other musical genres. Chosen to open for Bob Dylan in 2005
as well as the Rolling Stones, he released his first album, Strangers,
a full forty years earlier in 1965. Still performing with his tireless
touring band of the same name, Haggard takes pride in their

stellar musicianship as well as his own creative and personal
autonomy. On Tour with Shure learned why there’s nothing typical
about the atypical Haggard in late November last year.
ON TOUR WITH SHURE: Merle, you’ve had a longstanding relationship
with Shure. When did it all begin?
MERLE HAGGARD: I began performing when I was just a kid, 13-14



out of Nashville at the time. Now in this
decade you’re a pioneering force in the use of
webcasts. Every Saturday at 3 P.M. PT you
and the Strangers are going live online at
www.merlehaggard.com.
HAGGARD: I view the web as holding a lot of
opportunity for country music, and it also
gives us a chance to break with convention
and try something different—you  know,
get away from that same old look of every-
one lined up onstage playing in front of the
crowd. Our webcasts are designed to give

you the feeling of stepping into my living
room, and in effect, that’s exactly what
you’re doing when you login. We’re all
seated facing one another, and we talk about
whatever comes up. There’s music, humor,
special guests, talk on current topics, and all
of it is interactive. Participants can phone in
requests or take part in a discussion, there
are no boundaries.
OTWS: In musical terms, how far is Bakers-
field from Nashville?
HAGGARD: In its most basic sense, Bakers-
field is a little more barroom-oriented, and

Merle Haggard Theirs On A Budget

Lead Vocals SM58® PG58
Kick Beta 91 PG52
Snare SM57 PG57
Toms Beta 98D/S PG56
Hi-Hat KSM137 PG81
Overheads KSM32 PG81
Guitar Amp KSM32 SM57

years old or so. I’d sneak in the back of these
beer joints in Bakersfield and go onstage
and perform. The first time I remember
using a Shure mic was in the summer of
1953. It was a model 55, the one with the
switch on the front for high impedance and
a grille that would look right at home on the
front of an old Buick. It was the mic I heard
my idols on like Elvis Presley, and it quickly
became one of my necessities of life. I didn’t
know a lot about microphones then and still
don’t, but I loved the sound, and Shure was
something you could always depend upon
to work. Shure mics are the same today,
that’s why I’ve stayed with them so long.
OTWS: After Buck Owens bought a used
Fender Telecaster for $30 in 1951, American
music would never be the same. Along with
Lefty Frizzell, Bob Wills, and yourself, the
raw, edgy tones that would form the back-
bone of Bakersfield sound was born. Was
Shure an ingredient in all of this too?
HAGGARD: Absolutely, it was a vital part of
it, just as important as the Telecaster or any-
thing else. When I performed, I had my guitar
and a Shure mic; those were the staples. If you
didn’t have them, you may as well not play.
OTWS: Let’s talk about the Strangers. Your
band has ranged in number from three to
10 over the years, and has incorporated in-
struments not usually associated with country
such as trombones, trumpets, and saxophones.
Respected players like Roy Nichols, Norm
Hamlet, Biff Adam, and Clint Strong are
associated with its ranks. They’ve garnered
eight ACM Touring Band of the Year
awards. Is it fair to say at this point in your
career that the Strangers are as much of a
part of Merle Haggard as Merle Haggard is
one of the Strangers?
HAGGARD: That’s right. Some of us are old
and on pacemakers, and we’re also prob-
ably the ugliest band in America, but we
have the experience, so I’d like to think
we’re one of the best too. 
OTWS: You helped forge the Bakersfield
sound back in the ’50s as a somewhat outlaw
pursuit and alternative to what was coming

more electric. Nashville has strong roots in
the church and with religious music, and
has the Bible belt and all that to deal with
back there. I’m certainly not trying to put
religion or the church down, that’s just
where the differences lie. As the two types
of music evolved, there weren’t any beer
joints in Tennessee, and they were every-
where in Bakersfield. The unique sound of
each type of music is what you get as result.
OTWS: You opened for Bob Dylan in 2005,
and were asked to do the same for the
Rolling Stones...
HAGGARD: Yes, we’re fixin’ to go out and play
a date with the Rolling Stones [regrettably,
Haggard was forced to cancel the Novem-
ber 29, 2005 date in Dallas due to a bout
with pneumonia]. Mick Jagger and Keith
Richards are admirers of mine, just as I am
of them. Country music and rock ‘n’ roll?
We’re all part of the same thing. All of us
grew up listening to Chuck Berry and Elvis
and those people, I just went in one direction
and they went in another that is slightly
different. Crossing paths like this with the
Stones, that’s got to be a pinnacle in my career
of one kind or another.
OTWS: Just as is the announcement that you
will receive a Lifetime Achievement Award at
the Grammys on February 8th of this year.
HAGGARD: Now that’s as big as it gets. I
heard the vote was unanimous too. When
they called, they told me that it was the first
time they’ve ever had a unanimous vote on
anything. I almost teared-up on that one.
OTWS: You’ve had a long reputation as an out-
law that’s both literal and figurative. You’re
also known for your mercurial tempera-
ment, having, on one hand, played for
Richard Nixon in the White House, then
turned around 30 years later and headlined
at the UFO Musicfest in Roswell, NM, and
shared Willie Nelson’s fondness for a certain
herb. Are all the constantly shifting images
we see of Merle Haggard accurate?
HAGGARD: (Laughing) Well, you know I’m
an unpredictable person. Can’t a guy in my
position change his mind like other people?

On Tour with Shure 11
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The Black Crowes arrived in Chicago on
Halloween weekend for a two-night stint at
the Riviera Theater to play two sold-out
shows, complete with costumes inspired by
AC/DC’s Angus Young. We caught up with
Mark Newman, front of house engineer,
who’s been with the Crowes off and on
since 1998.
ON TOUR WITH SHURE: So, tell us how you got
to where you are today.
MARK NEWMAN: I didn’t study in college! I
actually grew up in Florida where Full Sail
Workshop is based, and I struck a deal with
my parents to go study audio there. I grad-
uated in the 80’s and headed west for an
internship with Tasco, a sound company
who was handling all of the big Heavy
Metal shows at the time.  
OTWS: Did Full Sail provide job placement
for you then?
NEWMAN: Yes, they placed me with Tasco,
and I went on the road right away, and then
ended up in the warehouse for a while until
my first real tour came along…  Diana Ross
for $210 a week.
OTWS: How did you become the Crowes
sound engineer of choice?
NEWMAN: Well, a friend of mine actually
had the job with the Crowes at first. They
were getting ready to go on the road again,
and he had a prior commitment and asked
if I would fill in; it’s been that way since
about ’98, after their second record.
OTWS: When you’re not with the Crowes,
who else calls upon you to run the board at
front of house?
NEWMAN: Well, over the past 5-6 years, I’ve
been out on the road with Blondie, Neil
Finn from Crowded House, The Wall-
flowers, Lucinda Williams, Jimmy Vaughn…
and then I got the call when these guys
decided to go back on the road.
OTWS: Did you ever get the call to go on the
road with Chris Robinson and New Earth
Mud?
NEWMAN: I did get the call a few times, but
every time, I was out on the road with
someone else.
OTWS: There’s a lot of Shure microphones

on stage for this tour, is that a personal
preference of yours?  
NEWMAN: It’s my preference, and I usually
try to push that preference on all of the other
artists and bands I work with, too. For this
tour, we’ve got a lot of Shure stuff on stage,
all wired, except for the personal monitors
for the background singers. I’ve actually got
a lot of stuff I haven’t been able try yet!

OTWS: I know the Crowes have been out all
year, and it seems like the shows got longer
and the venues got larger, just like the way
it used to be. What can we expect to see in
tonight’s show?
NEWMAN: The shows have just been killer!
The set list changes every night, and they’re
just doing everything… old songs, obscure

songs, and even 4-8 covers a night.
OTWS: I recall hearing about a lot of jam-
ming on stage and not many actual Crowes
songs…
NEWMAN: They’re still doing a lot of jam-
ming, but they’re doing a lot of the old
favorites too. They’re even covering a few
songs off of the two studio sessions that got
scrapped before their hiatus.  
OTWS: What kind of stuff is being covered?
NEWMAN: Oh, everything from The Who,
to old Fleetwood Mac, The Beatles. The
Stones, The Flying Burrito Brothers… Last
night they actually did “Cathy’s Clown” by
The Everly Brothers.
OTWS: So… how has everyone been getting
along?
NEWMAN: (Pauses) Is that tape still running?
No, actually, there have been no fisticuffs
on this tour, even though there’s a reputa-
tion for it. (Laughs) I really like these two
night shows too, it gives me a chance to
fine tune the PA from night to night.
OTWS: Yeah, rumor has it there’s going to 
be some AC/DC impersonation at the 
Halloween show tomorrow.
NEWMAN: The guys are all gonna dress up
like Angus Young, in the school boy outfit
and do like 3-4 AC/DC covers, they’re
calling it BC/DC.  
OTWS: So, not a whole show of AC/DC, that
could be pretty tough on the vocals for
Chris?
NEWMAN: Oh, he can pull it off, he’s got an
amazing range, especially for that stuff.
OTWS: Well, I think the only thing left is to
actually see and hear the Crowes in action,
so thanks for spending a little time with us.
NEWMAN: Hey, thank you guys for coming,
you know where to find me if you guys stay
for the show.

Of course I stayed! How could you not
stay? Three hours and fifteen minutes later,
making my way back to the car, it was
arguably the best live show I’ve seen in a
long time. Straight up southern rock n’ roll,
or freak n’ roll, as the Crowes like to call it.
I just hope that whatever is happening on
that stage doesn’t go away anytime soon.

The Black Crowes Theirs On A Budget

Lead Vocals Beta 58A® SM58®

Kick Beta 52®A PG52
Toms Beta 98D/S SM57
Hi-Hat KSM137 PG81
Guitar Amp SM57 PG57
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Jon Nicholson—singer,
songwriter, musicican, vocalist,
and founding member of
Nashville’s Muzik Mafia, took a
few minutes to chat with us
between tour dates supporting
his Warner debut album, 
A Little Sump’n Sump’n.

ON TOUR WITH SHURE: A lot of A Llittle Sump’n
Sump’n sounds very familiar, yet somehow brand
new. Is that what you set out to do? If so, what
techniques did you use to get that effect?
JON NICHOLSON: The music I dig, ’60s and ’70s
Rock n’ Roll, ’60s and ’70s Soul—there’s a
warmth to those records that’s missing from a lot
of stuff these days. Some of it has to do with the
music, obviously, but some of it has to do with
the sound.  The analog sounds have a lot more
character to them, in my opinion. On a Wurlit-
zer or a Rhodes, every note has a timbre that’s
different; every key strikes a little different. Even
the best sampled sound isn’t the same because
you don’t get those imperfections. Analog tape
gives a body to the sound, but it’s also a pain to
deal with. So we got a big stockpile of vintage
keys—Wurlys, Rhodes, and Chamberlains—and
used all those sounds as substitutes instead of two
guitars. 1970-80 is what we’re going for, I guess. 
OTWS: So it was old-school all the way?
NICHOLSON: Yeah, another thing we did was
spend a lot of time finding the sweet spot for
each song in pre-production. When we got up 
to Woodstock, all that went out the window, 
I guess, but it set a nice groundwork for what 
we were going to be doing.



OTWS: “Grandma” is a song that is getting a
lot of attention. And you have been collecting
fans’ Grandma stories on your website. Do
you have a favorite, yours or someone else’s?
NICHOLSON: I just got one from a guy in
Arizona whose Grandma has been really
sick with cancer for about 7 years, and she
was on all these medications that were
making her feel terrible, mixing stuff that
shouldn’t be mixed. The guy took his
Grandma to the doctor, and the doctor took
him aside and said, ‘Hey, you look like the
kind of guy who might be able to get this
done. If you want to make your Grandma
feel a lot better, why don’t you hook your
Grandma up with a little smoke?’ He said
she just turned 90. Now all my Grand-
mother’s have passed, so I didn’t have this
experience myself, and I don’t know where
it came from in my head, but a lot of people
I know have had this experience. I think it’s
a good thing, I know a lot of people view it
in a negative manner, but if someone is
hurting and it’s going to make them feel
better, I think it’s a good thing.
OTWS: Did your friends in the Muzik Mafia
help out on this record? How did you get
together with that crew?
NICHOLSON: [It] started as me and Big Kenny
living together. We were frustrated and writ-
ing songs together, and reacting against the
manufactured stuff coming out of Nash-
ville. We’d go out and meet people; try to
stir things up. We met up with Cory Gierman
and John Rich, and then we decided to make
the Mafia; taking inspiration from Waylon,
Willie and Kristofferson. Like, if someone
wasn’t taking care of our business, we’d go
get serious with ‘em. We were at 12th and

Porter one night and we decided to put
together a jam with our friends, and we
asked the manager about doing it at the
Pub of Love, which she also managed. We
called it the anti-Bluebird, where no one
was going to shush you for whispering to
your friend. By the second week it was
slammed with all these songwriters, people

in the music business, musicians, and even
jugglers and painters. We did everything we
could to make it fail, it was late, it was on
the worst night of the week to go out, on
Tuesday, but it was always packed, and we
went on for something like 72 weeks
straight. We found Gretchen Wilson tending
bar. She’d jump up and sing “Lady Marma-

lade” with the band and just rip it up. So we
brought her down, took her into the studio,
and helped her find a deal. When we started
the Mafia, there was no Big and Rich, so
that came out of the community too. Now
we’ve got our Warner Brothers deal, and
we’re bringing out more Mafia artists like
James Otto and Shannon Lawson. Once we
break a few of these artists, people are going
to realize that the Mafia is about music
without prejudice, not just country music.
OTWS: There’s not much Rock n’ Soul out
there right now, it’s great to hear.
NICHOLSON: There are some great singer
songwriters doing Rock n’ Soul like Will Hoag
and Marc Broussard. I mean they are all com-
pletely different, but I’m hoping that with all
these new records coming out, we can start
making some noise about this sound.
OTWS: Are you using the in-ear personal
monitors yet?  Have they changed your live
approach?
NICHOLSON: In ear monitors rock for me as
a vocalist. I’m using the PSM® 700s, and
when you are doing 250 shows a year,
going old school with monitors, your ears
are getting blasted and you’re pushing your
voice a lot harder than you have to.  But
with the in-ears, it’s like you’re sitting in
front of the stereo with headphones on,
getting your mix and just jamming. I get
some ambient mics going so I can hear the
audience, but the isolation’s great and it
saves your voice. It’s also really important
for me to have the right mic. My voice is
really strong in the middle, and if I don’t
have a mic that is really true on the high
and low end, I sound really mid-y. The Beta
87C makes it sound tolerable.
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Jon Nicholson Theirs On A Budget

Lead Vocals ULXP24/Beta 58®* PGX24/SM58®*
Backing Vocals Beta 87C SM86
Kick Beta 91 PG52
Snare Beta 57 & SM81 PG57
Toms Beta 98D/S SM57
Hi-Hat KSM27 PG81
Overheads KSM32 PG81
Guitar ULXP14* PGX14*
Bass ULXP14* PGX14*
Guitar Amp KSM32 SM57
Upright Bass KSM32 PG81
Fender Rhodes KSM32 SM57
Leslie Cabinet Beta 52® & KSM27 PG52 & PG81
Sax ULXP14/98H* PGX14/Beta 98H*
Monitors PSM 700 PSM 200

* wireless system
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coverstory



f you don’t know the backstory, M.I.A.
can assure you the past is simply pre-
lude. Born Maya Arulpragasam, the
27-year old singer, rapper, film docu-

mentarian, and artist spent much of her
childhood in Sri Lanka and India, before
moving to tough housing projects outside
of London. Her upbringing, which includ-
ed a father involved with the Tamil Tigers,
an insurgency group fighting in Sri Lanka
for over forty years, and her tough times as
a teen in England, forged a personality and
musical artist unlike any in the West. 50
Cent may brag about getting shot nine
times, but he didn’t have his school bombed
in a civil war in Queens.  

M.I.A.’s debut album, Arular, has been
critically embraced and this past fall she
toured with Gwen Stefani. Arular is an
utterly infectious record full of politically
aware, utterly fresh music. Difficult to put
in a genre, and defiantly so, the music is
heavily influenced by hip hop, the
addictive vibes of Indian bhangra, Brazilian
favela funk, and anything else this new
artist can get her hands on.

On Tour with Shure got to sit with her on
her bus in Chicago outside the Metro and
ask her about her music, her art and her
identity.
ON TOUR WITH SHURE: You did the album art
for your CD, and you come from an art and
film background, so do you feel any con-
nection between your artwork and your
music?
M.I.A.: Yeah…(laughs).
OTWS: Such as?
M.I.A.: Well, I think I’m an artist first, and
the tools I use are secondary. The medium I
choose to express myself, whether it’s art,
music, or film, comes after knowing who
you are as an artist. So I think I always try
and figure out who I am and whether or not
I can do that.
OTWS: What aspects of art and film do you
bring to your music?
M.I.A.: I think the most obvious part of it is,
“What makes me think a lot?” Art really
makes me think and see things differently
and that influences the music I make. It
makes me braver in terms of talking about

whatever I want to and pick my subject
matter. I think when you see music from
within the music industry and that’s all you
see and all you exist for, you can get really
conditioned by how much you’re allowed to
talk about and how much you can do within
the three minutes of a song. And I think
when you go and do art and you approach it
as an artist, anything is possible.
OTWS: How has the learning experience been,
being on the road?

M.I.A.: Crazy!  The learning curve is up so
high, it’s doing back-flips!
OTWS: How about mastering the technical
aspects of performing?
M.I.A.: Well, that’s where the wireless mic
kicks in. Because I think earlier on… I
mean, I only started doing shows in
February [2005], and me and Cherry [her
back-up singer], we didn’t really know
anything about what to ask for, how to
sound check; none of the technical stuff, it
was totally new to us. Then one day, I think

it was like a few months into it, we got
wireless mics for the first time and we were
just crazy. We were just running around
and we were just so much more hype on
stage. Then we started asking for them and
we were told we weren’t allowed to use
them because we were just starting out.
OTWS: Do you think they improve your
performance?
M.I.A.: Definitely, definitely.
OTWS: Have you noticed any differences in
your performance when you’ve got good
equipment, either in how it sounds, or how
people react to it?
M.I.A.: Absolutely, when I have good
equipment, I feel good, I feel confident.  If
you get something that you feel really good
about, it’s just respect, you know? If it
actually sounds like the record, or your
vocals sound as close as it can to the record,
if it’s good enough to pick out all the in-
tonations, that’s inspiring to me.
OTWS: Diplo [half of the DJ duo Hollertronix]
and you put out one of the hottest mixtapes
of this spring [Piracy Funds Terrorism
Mixtape, Vol. 1]. Are you duplicating any of
that live, or are you doing songs straight off
the album?
M.I.A.: Oh no, no, no. We totally do tracks
off the Piracy mixtapes.
OTWS: Do you like performing those mash-
ups?
M.I.A.: Yeah, it’s really open, we keep it as
open as possible. It’s just a way of keeping
it new for me too. I don’t just keep it to
Piracy or the album, we mix in new stuff
too. DJ Contra (DJ Contra, eating dinner,
makes record scratching sounds) and I
have ideas, and he brings in whatever he
wants to and we just try to keep it moving.
OTWS: What are your plans for after the tour?
M.I.A.: I’m going to go in and start writing a
new album, after having met my fans. At
the time when I wrote Arular I wrote it in a
bubble, I hadn’t met anyone and had no
idea what I was going to do. At the time, I
really felt like I was putting another [art]
gallery show together. It was just a thing I
do, and now that I see that it’s real and it
exists and it’s living, I kind of want to go
make music proper.
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Lead Vocals U24D/Beta 58®* PGX24/SM58®*
Backing Vocals U24D/Beta 58* PGX24/SM58*
Monitors PSM® 700 PSM 200
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Mudvayne exploded out of Peoria, Illinois, with an

intense brand of polyrhythmic metal and a live show of

arresting theatricality. Enjoying some rest before heading

out to promote Lost and Found (Epic), On Tour with

Shure spoke with vocalist Chad Gray. Chad is what 

you’d call a ‘screamer.’ 



ON TOUR WITH SHURE: How do you keep up
that vocal delivery night after night?
CHAD GRAY: When we started Mudvayne, we
recognized that there were many elements
to the band. We could be extreme, we could
be melodic, we could be helpless; when
everybody can play like that, you have to
raise your own inner bar. Once you settle
into something, that’s how you learn, and
Mudvayne was my first original project. It’s
always the way I’ve done things; I don’t
really know anything different.
OTWS: Is some of it motor memory, like
even if you’re tired, you get onstage and
that’s what your throat does?
GRAY: Absolutely. Although, I don’t always
get the notes; I don’t always get what I’m
going for, but I always give a hundred per-
cent. It depends on how many days in a row

I’ve been singing, where we’re at in the tour. 
OTWS: Do the in-ear personal monitors
make a difference?
GRAY: Yeah. When you’re on, you sound
like the record. Our monitor guy, Chris
Middleton, is a really killer musician. So I
just said put a mix together that you’d
want to hear.
OTWS: So he’ll put on your in-ears and put
a mix together.
GRAY: Absolutely. He has his own ear pieces,
but he’ll use my pack and dial my mix up.
We tweak it a bit at soundcheck, but I might
only soundcheck three of four days on tour;
after that, I’m dialed. 
OTWS: I notice that Ryan is using in-ears.
Often it’s the bass player in a band who’ll
opt out of wearing them. Do you know

why he chooses to use them? 
GRAY: The thing that Ryan and I really
appreciate about an in-ear is that you can
move wherever you want onstage and it
will sound the same in your ears. And Ryan
plays with that high-end, clicky, tap tech-
nique where he really hooks up with the
drums. So when they’re tight, it’s like ‘dik-
a-dik-a-dik-a-dik-a-dik’ in his ears, and I
think he really embraces that.
OTWS: Do you feel that the heaviness of your
music restricts what you can do lyrically?
For instance, could you write a love song?
GRAY: I think so; it depends on your def-
inition of love. Do you mean a “tear in my
beer” kind of thing?
OTWS: I mean something that says, “I will
always love you.”
GRAY: The way we approach songwriting,

we’re positively negative. It might seem
negative, but there’s an underlying sense of
something real, something positive, some-
thing to be proud of—an uplifting thing. 
OTWS: But there are certain stereotypes that
can trap people’s ears. If my Mom heard
your record, she’d think you were a bunch
of angry young men.
GRAY: I think I left anger a long time ago.
But I’ve balanced the anger that I’ve lost
with the frustrations I have now. We’re
trying to explain that life isn’t easy. You
have all these tools—I can see, I can hear, I
can communicate—but trying to piece
together everything around me and find
some harmony, is very frustrating. 
OTWS: In the song “Choices,” those frustra-
tions are more overtly political. Do you

express your feelings about politics to your
fan base?
GRAY: That song is political, but in the sense
of an individual human politic. I think the
song speaks more about an individual—
any individual—rather that what is going
on in the world of politics. You have to start
at home—the politics in your mind, the
duality of man, the good vs. evil that’s in
each of our heads. Although, we do write
loose and ambiguous, so you could apply
that to the world situation right now.
OTWS: When writing, do you throw in a big,
open chorus, or a less intense riff, to appeal
to non-metal listeners?
GRAY: We knew we had to have something
to follow-up “Not Falling” [their hit from
The End Of All Things To Come]. So we de-
cided, if we want a single, let’s write a song

that’s three-an-a-half minutes long, and that
will be the only thing we do to “give in” to a
single. Because with us, we’ll write songs
with great hooks that move well, and they’re
five minutes long. Then radio wants to do
some edit and we’re saying, ‘The song’s
perfect to us.’ So rather than have somebody
disassemble something we assembled our-
selves, we decided to write within the time
frame. Then we could do what we wanted
from second one to minute three-and-a-half.
And because we removed that pressure from
ourselves, I think we did some great stuff. I
think “Happy” [the single from Lost and
Found] is very much a Mudvayne song.
There are little subtleties through the verses,
the beat kind of flips around itself. It’s a
single the way we decided to write it.
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Mudvayne Theirs On A Budget

Lead Vocals U24D/Beta 58®* PGX24/SM58®*
Backing Vocals SM58 PG58
Toms Beta 98D/S PG56
Hi-Hat KSM137 PG81
Overheads KSM137 PG81
Monitors PSM® 700 PSM 200
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productspotlight

Word coming in from backstage at some of the nation’s top
concert venues is that Shure’s new UHF-R wireless sounds

virtually like a hard-wired mic, looks and handles great, and is
equipped with features that truly take the hard part out of system
setup in applications large and small.

On a performance level, Shure’s patented Audio Reference
Companding circuitry stands solidly as the force behind UHF-R’s
sonic quality. In wireless systems, companding circuits are used to
suppress noise and crosstalk by capturing signals on the input end of
the signal chain and compressing them, then expanding them back at
the receiver. Unlike conventional wireless systems, UHF-R systems
utilize a variable companding ratio that infinitely adjusts to the audio
level as well to further eliminate common wireless noise and artifacts

while substantially increasing dynamic range. 
Built to save time and effort, UHF-R is additionally outfitted
with advanced setup features including automatic fre-

quency selection with group scan, an infrared sync that
instantly links the transmitter with the receiver, and

smart menu-driven system operation that is easy and intuitive to use. 
Operable among 2,400 frequencies spanning a 60 MHz

bandwidth, UHF-R’s auto-frequency select spontaneously hunts
down and locates the best operating frequencies in any environ-
ment with no more fuss than a press of a button. That means an end
to lengthy tuning sessions requiring time-consuming, number-by-
number searches. With UHF-R, up to 40 compatible systems can be
preset and operated per band, and up to 108 systems can be spread
across multiple bands. Complementing this expanded window of
operation is Shure’s Advanced Track Tuning, which shifts onboard
RF filtering within selected frequencies to maximize both com-
patibility and isolation from interference. 

Stylish in appearance and ergonomic in design, the UHF-R UR2
handheld transmitter includes a bitmapped LCD display providing
access and control to all integral system functions, frequency and
power lockouts, and a hidden antenna. It is available with a full
line of venerable Shure capsules including the SM58, SM86, SM87,
Beta 58, Beta 87A, Beta 87C, and the new KSM9. UHF-R systems
can additionally be used with any Shure headworn, lavalier, or
instrument mic, or a WA302 instrument cable when using the
UHF-R UR1 bodypack transmitter.

Available in both single and dual-channel configurations as
models UR4S and UR4D, UHF-R wireless diversity receivers
feature a flash memory capable of storing six 60-channel
custom frequency groups. They are also AMX and Crestron
compatible, facilitate USB and Ethernet network control
and monitoring, and can be customized with an exten-
sive range of accessories including an antenna/
power distribution system, passive antenna split-
ter kit, and active or passive directional wide-

band antennas. Also included with all UHF-R systems is Shure’s
Wireless Workbench software, which provides comprehensive PC
management of all system parameters plus a real-time view of your
complete networked environment.

UHF-R systems have a working range of 500 feet under typical
conditions. Depending upon the microphone element, UHF-R fre-
quency response ranges from 40-18,000 Hz, +/- 3 dB, while
dynamic range is >105 dB, A-weighted.

Sold exclusively by authorized Shure dealers across the US,
suggested retail prices for UHF-R systems begin at $3043 for a
single-channel system with an SM58-equipped transmitter. 

Fresh Out of the Box:
UHF-R Wireless Systems

Also included with all UHF-R systems is Shure’s Wireless
Workbench software, which provides comprehensive 

PC management of all system parameters plus a real-time 
view of your complete networked environment.

UHF-R with KSM9.



UHF-R. DO MORE.
More Productivity. More Reliability. More Control.

UHF-R™. Premier Wireless Technology.
Redefining wireless for the largest, most demanding applications.
UHF-R helps you master the complexities of large-scale wireless installations with
greater efficiency, enhanced flexibility and complete control. With fast setup, robust
wideband performance, full PC system monitoring via Wireless Workbench Software
and Shure audio quality, UHF-R frees you to do even more in less time.

UHF-R ADVANCES

Advanced control | Shure’s Wireless Workbench Software, Ethernet and USB compatibility
give you comprehensive PC control and monitoring of large systems.

Unparalleled RF performance | Advanced Track Tuning shifts the RF filter along with the 
selected frequency – maximizing isolation from interference and preserving signal integrity
with UHF-R’s extended bandwidth. 2400 selectable frequencies across a 60MHz band, 
up to 40 compatible systems per band.

Superior sound quality | Shure’s patented Audio Reference Companding delivers crystal-clear 
audio, far superior to conventional wireless. NEW KSM9 dual-diaphragm, handheld condenser 
microphone for the critical capture of voice.

Intuitive usability | Fast automated setup saves you time and effort. UHF-R usability 
innovations include networked automatic frequency selection, infrared transmitter sync and smart, 
menu-driven system operation.

Road-tested durability | Rugged components – including a compact, lightweight bodypack – 
withstand the abuses of the road and deliver consistently reliable performance.

Wireless Workbench® Software 
is included. Experience it firsthand at
www.shure.com/software.

©2005, Shure Inc. www.shure.com
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She was bestowed with Female

Vocalist of the Year honors for the

past six years in a row by the

International Bluegrass Music

Association, with Song of the Year,

Recorded Event of the Year, and

Entertainer of the Year honors

filling out her lengthy list of

accolades. Her awards from the

SPBGMA (Society for Preservation

of Bluegrass Music in America)

easily fill half a page. Rhonda

Vincent has bluegrass blood, as

she grew up playing it. Now she

plays a role in keeping bluegrass

music alive and injecting a new

vitality to the genre—winning not

only awards, but fans of all ages.
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n 2005 she released a live DVD Ragin’
Live, recorded over two nights in front
of a hometown St. Louis, Missouri

audience at the Sheldon Concert Hall. The
result is an inspiring and joyful audio/visual
treat that lets you take in the unequivocal
talent of Vincent and her all-star band. With
a mixture of traditional tunes like “Drivin’
Nails In My Coffin,” “Muleskinner Blues,”
and “Ghost Of A Chance” and Vincent’s
signature hits like “Kentucky Borderline”
and “You Can’t Take It With You When You
Go,” it would be impossible for anyone who
never heard a bluegrass song not to be awed.

“We’ve been described as doing in-your-
face, traditional bluegrass with a fresh con-
temporary approach,” Vincent said. “Our
style gives us a wider demographic; we now
have not only Grandpa coming to the
bluegrass festival, but he brings his
granddaughter! Recently I had a gentleman
come up to me in the fall and say, ‘I can’t
wait to see and hear you play, but I brought
my granddaughter and she can’t wait to see
what you’re gonna wear!’ That really sum-
med it up for me.”

Vincent said the number one thing that
makes her brand of bluegrass so universally
appealing is the instrumentation—the
musicians. “We have Kenny Ingram, who is
a legendary banjo player, and people say he
is the closest thing to Earl Scruggs that you
will ever hear. And then we have Josh
Williams, who has probably the more
contemporary, Tony Rice-type [sound] on
guitar. It’s the musicians number one, and
it’s the type of songs you pick.”

This winter, Vincent and her band The
Rage took on the exhausting task of playing
shows on weekends and recording her next
album during the week—an album she’s
very excited about, as she’s doing more of
the songwriting, and contriving a thematic
thread or concept for—something she’s
never done before.   

“I always want to learn new things, and
that’s my approach this time with record-
ing,” said Vincent. “This time I found this
common thread.” While a single will be out
in January, the LP won’t be out until the

spring. “I’m excited because I wrote the title
track on my own, and I have never put a
song on one of my Rounder Records’
albums that I wrote completely by myself,
and I have at least two and maybe more. I
guess it gave me a lot of confidence last year
when we won Song of the Year, because I
didn’t really consider myself a songwriter.”

Vincent said she owes her success to
having a great band. “For years I had this
goal of trying to put together the ultimate
band—a mix of great musicians and great
people. People asked me, ‘Why do [a live
DVD] now?’ And I said, ‘Because I felt like I
had the ultimate group, and it was the right
timing to display all this wonderful talent.’
Echoing a recent IBMA award acceptance
speech, Vincent said, “I don’t stand alone
onstage every night; all of these guys are
here with me and this is a team/group effort
and everyone gives 110 percent. We share
the passion for the music and the passion
for the travel, and that’s what it takes—all of
those elements have to fit together.”

Recording a live DVD presented some
miking challenges. “The first day when I
came in for the first rehearsal, it looked like
they had 200 mics onstage!” Vincent recalls.
“And I said, ‘This is not gonna work; this is
a video!’” It is tradition for bluegrass singers

to share microphones while performing live,
but for audio recording purposes, individual
vocals need to be isolated. In this case,
several Beta 87Cs were the answer. “We had
to merge being able to have great sound yet
be visually pleasant, too.”

Vincent said that one mic for vocals on-
stage was fine until two years ago, when

Josh Williams joined the band. “He’s over
six feet tall, and here I am 5’ 2”. Logist-
ically, one mic couldn’t work; I mean he
was either hunkered down and going to
the chiropractor every week or I was on
my tip-toes. So we found that logistically
we needed to use two mics, and then with
two we went to three.” After trying out the
podium mics, which she said were visually
beautiful but technically demanding in a
“plug-and-play” world, they decided on
the KSM44. 

She said they also love their in-ear per-
sonal monitors. “They make our lives so
much easier,” she said. “I love the fact that
visually it makes for a very clean stage . . .
For years I would have these beautiful
shoes on, and they were covered up by two-
foot monitors! Not only do the in-ears work
wonderfully, but we can all see each other;
you feel like you’re sitting here playing
together in the living room!”

Rhonda Vincent Theirs On A Budget

Lead Vocals KSM44 KSM27
Backing Vocals KSM44 KSM27
Bass Amp Beta 52®A PG52
Monitors PSM® 700 PSM 200
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n one level, Disturbed’s new album Ten
Thousand Fists (Reprise) is a rallying
cry urging us to lash out at the twisted

state of the world. Then on another it’s intro-
spective, offering a critical look at today’s
interpersonal relationships. In either case, it’s
hardcore rock-and-roll, fueled by power
riffs, ferocious beats, and searing solos. 

“There’s a substance, passion, and im-
mediate relevance to this record,” says front-
man David Draiman, who along with guitar-
ist Dan Donegan and drummer Mike Wengren
penned 13 of the songs on Fists before
adding a crushing cover of Genesis’ 1986 hit,
“Land of Confusion”. “Each song has its
own life and identity, and is very emotional.”

Never short on answers even when faced
with hard questions, Draiman fielded On
Tour with Shure’s recent queries with intel-

ligence and deliberate, almost soft-spoken
erudition belying his stage persona. An open
critic of the war in Iraq, yet pro-military, there
is somehow no irony in the contradictions he
makes no effort to hide, including his recent
decision to quit drinking just as the band
agreed to occupy the headlining slot on the
Jagermeister Tour last fall.
ON TOUR WITH SHURE: Ten Thousand Fists
debuted last September and instantly hit
#1. Sounds like undisputable evidence that
rock isn’t dead, don’t you agree?
DAVE DRAIMAN: I don’t think rock is any-
thing close to dead. You can’t kill some-
thing you can’t touch after all. People will
always seek out aggressive music, some-
thing that moves them, is rhythmic and
edgy. This music is appropriate for certain
mindsets and certain situations, like when
you want to feel energized, pumped-up,
fearless, courageous, powerful...
OTWS: That must be why Disturbed is so

popular with World Wrestling Entertainment
stars, and our troops in Iraq for that matter.
DRAIMAN: We’ve always been appreciated by
the fans and players of any violent sport to
be honest, regardless of whether it’s foot-
ball, hockey, wrestling, or anything like
that. Many pro athletes listen to our songs
in the locker room before they go out on
the field, and yes, soldiers back from Iraq
are constantly telling us that they would
listen to our music before going into battle,
it was part of their daily routine. I couldn’t
be more proud of that.
OTWS: Does that make Disturbed patriotic?
DRAIMAN: That doesn’t make Disturbed
patriotic, Disturbed is patriotic in and of
itself. We believe in America and in our way
of life, and we support our troops with every
fiber of our being. Do we agree with the

cause? Not necessarily, but we hope that the
soldiers over there do what they have to do
and are successful. Ultimately, I would much
rather have them here, however, where they
could be part of the solution for solving our
own problems.
OTWS: Disturbed is from Chicago. Does that
bring anything specific to the band?
DRAIMAN: Brought us extra hunger, that’s for
sure. Because you can’t...things don’t nor-
mally happen from here. Over the course of
the last 10 years, there have been very few of
us who have broken out of Chicago. Chicago
is more of an indie rock kind of town if it’s
any kind of town. It’s never been a metal or
hard rock town. That was held against us in
the beginning, and we had to fight that
stigma. It was an uphill battle, but it made us
want it that much more.
OTWS: Speaking of the Windy City, you’re
all admirers of one of Chicagoland’s most
famous exports to the music industry, Shure

microphones. How long have they been
with you?
DRAIMAN: Pretty much from the beginning.
I just love Shure reliability, plus the respon-
siveness of these mics is just unparalleled as
far as I’m concerned. I also love how they
capture and accentuate my voice, and reject
background noise. I’ve been swearing by
Shure for years, including their in-ear
monitors.
OTWS: You’ve had your fair share of prob-
lems with floor wedges in the past too,
haven’t you?
DRAIMAN: We could never get a consistent
mix because our stage volume was so loud,
everything was bleeding into everything
else, and I was up there literally singing into
this wash of noise. There was no such thing
as clarity, ever. When I started using in-ear

monitors, the noise went away, and I had
my own personal mix pumping right into
me. Now that I don’t have to push myself as
hard, I have better pitch, better tonality. I’ve
been on them for years, and would never
even consider going back to wedges. Sure, I
can do it punk rock if I have to, but I have a
choice, and I don’t want to.
OTWS: It’s nice to have choices in life, different
options. Here you are on the Jagermeister
Tour and you chose to give up drinking.
That’s unusual timing.
DRAIMAN: I have an acid reflux condition.
Medication I was taking for it was no longer
having an effect on me, and I discovered this
after a couple of nights of hardcore drinking.
I miss it, but what are you going to do? You
have to make sacrifices for what’s important
in life. I’m drinking tea now. The fact that this
all happened right as we embarked upon the
Jager Tour, well, God has a strange sense of
humor, doesn’t he?

Disturbed Theirs On A Budget

Lead Vocals U24D/Beta 87C* PGX24/SM58®*
Kick Beta 52®A PG52
Snare SM57 PG57
Hi-Hat KSM137 PG81
Overheads KSM32 PG81
Guitar ULXP14* PGX14*
Monitors PSM® 700 PSM 200

* wireless system
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Assuming you passed the tenth grade, you know what happened,
so we’ll spare you the history lesson.  However, you don’t need to
plow through your parents’ 45s to find that kitschy goodness. The
Raveonettes have managed to keep the sweet harmonies alive—
albeit more smeared-mascara and cigarettes than poodle skirts.

This (very) sexy Danish twosome is made up of black haired and
lanky Sune Rose Wagner (guitar and vocals), and the blonde bomb-
shell with come-hither eyes Sharin Foo (also guitar and vocals).

They have released three albums, the most recent Pretty in Black
(Columbia, 2005).

Pretty in Black is a pop-y yet haunting compilation of sounds from
that bygone era mixed with heavy guitars and even some electronic
sounds of today. Songs like “Love in a Trashcan” and “Sleepwalking”
are filled with sleazy surfer guitar licks, and even sleazier lyrics. “Here
Comes Mary” is seemingly sweet, when in fact, under its Everly
Brothers incarnation, Mary “went out and killed herself.”



The influences for all three albums have
been the same, said Foo. “There is a nice
tension between the old and the new and
between the sweet and the seedy. There is a
certain nostalgia and certain mentality, but
there is also something kinda…[dark].”

Pretty in Black also showcases cameos
from three of the group’s “heroes.” Martin
Rev, keyboardist for Suicide and Maureen
“Moe” Tucker, percussionist for Velvet
Underground loan their talents. Ronnie
Spector, formally of The Ronettes, relives
her youth in “Ode to LA,” in which she
“woah-ooo-ooo-s” just like in “Be My Baby.”

“[Pretty in Black] was almost like a
tribute to our heroes. I think this is the only
record they could have participated on be-
cause, it is sort of like the record we always
wanted to do. And they just added some
nice elements to it,” said Wagner. “It was
wonderful for us to have all these people
participate in the process, because those are
the people who influenced us to begin
playing music in the first place. Had it not
been for those three people then I don’t
think we’d be doing this type of music at
all. It’s really nice. It all just came together.”

The group has been together for about
three years.  

“I was living in the states [then], and I
wrote some songs and wanted to start a
band. I was trying to find musicians to work
with, and I couldn’t really find the right
people, so I went back to Copenhagen,
where I used to live, and I thought of Sharin,
because I’ve known Sharin for years, and I
knew she was looking for a band and shared
the same kind of musical interests. So, yeah,
we just met one day and I played her the
tunes and she liked it,” Wagner said.  

On Tour with Shure met up with the group,
on a freezing evening, when they were
opening up for Depeche Mode at Chicago’s
All-State Arena. However, they didn’t always
have such a large fan base. In the beginning
The Raveonettes were the darlings of the
music business, Foo shared with us.  

“In an interesting way The Raveonettes
were an industry band before we actually be-
came known by the public. ‘Cause we came
out of Denmark and released our first mini-
album [there] before we got signed to a major
label, and that, I guess, caught people’s atten-
tion and a lot of labels were interested in the
band. And that was pretty impressive… to
have such a commitment from the top,
which meant a lot to us,” Foo said.  

And the way they converted the masses?  
“It was touring,” Wagner said. “After we

got signed, we went off on our first inter-
national tour. That actually lasted for two
years. So it was definitely through that tour
that we became a house hold name.

“We have fans from all over the world
that we communicate with…from South
America to Australia to Japan, North
America, and various parts of Europe.
People like the historical aspect of our
music a lot. Our music appeals to people of
various age groups. We have a lot of older
people… fifty or sixty years old…who like
us because we are influenced by a certain
era that they can totally identify with. And
we have young people who are interested in
our music, because they are being
introduced to an era they are unfamiliar
with. It goes both ways really.”  

The Raveonettes opened that bitterly cold

night with a cover of Buddy Holly’s “Every-
day” and set the tone for the show.  Sharin
was a vision of blonde and black, Sune was
her contrast. The sexual energy on stage
was thick and throbbing and infected the
crowd, who cheered wildly at the end of
their short, but oh so sweet set. 

The Raveonettes use an array of Shure
equipment for both their live shows and in
the studio.  

Even though Wagner (jokingly?) asked
for the “sound guy” when we inquired
about their gear, he has been using Shure
gear for “pretty much all [his] life.”

“All the demos I’ve ever done in my en-
tire career have been done with a [SM]58®.
I also own a [SM]57,” he said. “We use the
57 for the snare drum. And we use the Beta
58®[A] for vocals. We use a couple of the
Beta 98s, they’re awesome, and a couple of
the SM81s, and we use the VP88 and the
KSM27. It is definitely working out for us.
And um…it’s more the sound guy…he pretty
much insists that we use those micro-
phones, because he says they are very good
for our sound. He is definitely very happy
with our vocal sound.”

We couldn’t find the “sound guy” to
comment.  

Even though The Raveonettes are tour-
ing across the United States, they have
found time to develop some new material.  

Wagner said, “We don’t want to go too
far in other directions. The song writing
and stuff of course is influenced by what
we’re influenced by.  It will always be. But
we are getting into electronic music as well.
It’s always fun to work with samplers and
stuff like that. We try to mix it up…you
know the future meets the past.”

Foo added, “I think a key element for us
is not to repeat ourselves too much when
we try to make new albums.”

With a sound that transcends both time
and genre, and looks to kill, On Tour with
Shure can’t wait to hear what’s to come from
The Raveonettes.
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The Raveonettes Theirs On A Budget

Lead Vocals Beta 58A & 55SH Series II SM58
Backing Vocals Beta 58A SM58
Kick Beta 52®A PG52
Snare SM57 PG57
Toms Beta 98D/S PG56
Hi-Hat KSM137 PG81
Overheads KSM27 PG81
Guitar Amp SM57 PG57
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engineered
wisdom

hey were drawn together by unfathom-
able forces, like moths to a flame, tea

to a kettle, dogs to a fire hydrant. The oldest
of the pair with 26 years of experience, Billy
Flores was actually the new guy with the
band when he hooked up with the Black
Eyed Peas at monitors in 2004, this com-
pared to the eight years David Haines had
already spent at front-of-house.

“I started with the Peas working on
demos while I was still a senior in college,”
Haines recalls from the back lounge of a
tour bus parked outside the America West
Arena in Phoenix last October. It’s the first
night for the band as openers for Gwen
Stefani on a tour that will take them
through November, and Haines and Flores

have about 20 minutes on
their hands before the show

starts. “That was in ’96.
In ’97 they got signed,

I worked on their
first album, then be-
came their live guy.
I’ve been here ever

since. About six

years ago, someone on our crew pointed
out Billy to me, and somehow right then I
knew we were going to work together some
day. When he ultimately walked through
the door and was introduced as the new
monitor guy, it wasn’t strange at all. Our
styles complement one another nicely, it’s
like we were made to work together as part
of the same engine.”

As the duo’s seasoned veteran, Flores has
worked with Sting, Eminem, Tina Turner,
B.B. King, and countless others. He has
probably forgotten about more shows than
Haines, even with his own formidable
resume, has had the opportunity to mix.
“Back in the bad old days when I first started
doing hip-hop,” he remembers, “it was three
guys singing into mics over a DJ, which was
about the most boring thing I’ve ever mixed.
I had like six channels of nothing—one guy
screaming into a mic, and the other two
going ‘wooka wooka wook’ or whatever. It
was horrible. But the Peas, they’re brilliant.
We have four extremely talented artists
upfront backed by four musicians who I
think can seriously play anything even if
they all swapped instruments. The groove is
funk, hip-hop, R&B, and rock...and you get
it all on one stage.”

Having been given a prime seat to
watch the phenomenal growth and

evolution of The Black Eyed Peas
almost from their first days

together, Haines feels that what
once hurt the band is now the
same thing responsible for
their explosive popularity. “In
the beginning, they weren’t
urban, and they weren’t hip-

hop,” he says. “So their original
label didn’t know how to market

them. Then, with the addition of Fergie
to the existing lineup of Will, Apl, and
Taboo, the door opened even further on
their chameleon-like range and style.
Suddenly the fact that they couldn’t be
categorized was a plus, and they began
simultaneously climbing the pop, hip-

hop, and even rock charts. From the
beginning I always knew I liked them and
trusted my instincts. I didn’t know if the
world was going to catch on, but I knew I
wasn’t bored. This gig is entertaining every
night, you never know what they are going
to do next.” 

Keeping things interesting onstage in
terms of collecting all of this diversified in-
put is a task relegated in no small fashion to
a wide variety of items culled from the Shure

catalog. Starting at the drum kit, Haines and
Flores have built a Shure-dominated blu-
eprint featuring a Beta 52/SM91 combina-
tion at kick, SM81s on hi-hat and over-
heads, and venerable SM57s on snares.

The Shure schematic goes wireless across
the frontline, with new UHF-R wireless mic
systems taking their place in the spotlight
in the hands of all four vocalists. “These
systems have surprised us on a number of
levels,” Flores acknowledges. “When I first
turned one on, it sounded great right out-
of-the-box. I didn’t have to add any EQ, it
was perfect. With UHF-R, the presence is

Made For Each Other
Dave Haines and Billy Flores Mix for The Black Eyed Peas by Gregory A. DeTogne

T

“With UHF-R, 
the presence is 

right there, 
the gain is nice, 
and the setup 

features literally 
save hours of 
tedious work.”
— Billy Flores, Monitor Engineer
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right there, the gain is nice, and the setup
features literally save hours of tedious
work. Using each receiver’s onboard auto-
scan capabilities, now I can walk into a
room anywhere and search out the best
frequencies of operation before sound
check. With each system’s automatic in-
frared sync, I can instantly lock each trans-
mitter to its corresponding receiver with
little more than the press of a button. These
systems not only provide Shure audio
quality and reliability—we have yet to
experience a single dropout or hear a com-
plaint in all our travels—they make it easy
to get your job done without the usual
stress. When the artist shows up there are
no worries, because you know you can
hand over the mic and it’s going to work
every night without fail.”

Dave Haines’ goal out front is to keep the
frontline vocalists above the band and the
room. With all four vocalists singing almost
all the time, an element of on-your-toes
challenge looms large constantly. Effects on
the house mix include both reverb and delay
on vocals as well as reverb on drums. While
Flores runs a tinch of compression here and
there and your typical assortment of gates on
drums, there are no other effects at large in a
monitorworld including eight wedges, subs,
and sidefills. “I keep it fairly simple,” Flores
explains. “The major pieces in my
inventory are my board, amps, and
Shure rack. It all packs easily and
I’m good to go.”

Coming off a series of Euro-
pean dates last December, The
Black Eyed Peas closed
the door on 2005 with a
New Year’s Eve appear-
ance in downtown L.A. at
Giant Village 06. Mixing
fat bass lines with
samba rhythms, witty
rhymes, and classic
Dick Dale power
riffs, the band’s set
was choreographed
with a mixture of break-
dancing sensibilities and the
martial arts. If you can imagine
anything more eclectic and
cross-genre-fying than that,
maybe there’s a spot onstage for
Billy Flores to auto-sync a mic
for you too.

L-R: Dave Haines (Front of House Engineer) and Billy Flores (Monitor Engineer) at the controls.
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Remember when you’d go to summer camp and there was always
that one kid who stood out among the rest when it came to kickball,
canoeing, swimming or some other athletic activity?  

Well, imagine going to a camp where every kid was that good.
Only instead of athletic skills, it was their musical chops that set
them apart and you’d have a good sense of what it was like at this
year’s inaugural GRAMMY® Camp.

This year’s program, sponsored by Shure and presented by The
GRAMMY Foundation, was a nine-day interactive experience for
47 high school students to explore one of five music career tracks:
audio engineering, music business, film/television scoring &
arranging, and performance (vocal, keyboards, guitar, bass,
percussion, and songwriting). The students, who ranged in age
from 15 to 18 years old, were selected through an application
process to attend the camp from July 30 through August 7, 2005.

The format of GRAMMY Camp allowed students the
opportunity to interact and collaborate across all five tracks of in-

struction even though they were selected for a specific track of
emphasis. This approach encouraged interactivity between each
track in order to help the students realize their individual and
group projects.

In January 2005, Patrick Bolek, Director of Education Initiatives
& GRAMMY Camp at The GRAMMY Foundation, approached
Shure regarding the potential sponsorship opportunity. As a career
music educator and professional musician, he was already very
familiar with Shure’s reputation for rugged and reliable products,
and he was well aware of the longstanding, positive relationship
between Shure and The Recording Academy.

“Shure is proactive with educating users about proper
microphone techniques and hearing conservation tips,” said Bolek.
“GRAMMY Camp needed to reflect experiences, technology, and
equipment used by professionals in the music industry. Students
participating in the Camp needed to use industry-standard
microphones for their recording and live performance experiences.”



In keeping with the Company’s core
values, which were established more than 80
years ago by Founder S.N. Shure, and
continuing today with the philanthropic
efforts of Company Chairman Rose Shure,
the Company has committed resources to
music education initiatives for some of its
various sponsorship activities.

“As an organization, Shure has been
dedicated to educating musicians for years
by supplying them with learning tools like
newsletters and books, and offering presen-
tations around the world,” said Terri
Johnson, Director of Marketing Communi-
cations, Shure U.S. “GRAMMY Camp gave
us a chance to put our products into the
hands of young musicians and music students
in a highly interactive learning environ-

ment. We were very excited to be involved
with this program in its first year and look for-
ward to continued involvement in the future.”

In addition to financial support, Shure
donated microphones, earphones, and
other products to be used throughout the
week by the students.

“Shure’s generous equipment, technical,
and financial support were essential and
part of what made the inaugural GRAMMY
Camp so rewarding for everyone involved,”
stated Bolek. “Microphones used for the
studio recording sessions, practice rooms,
and live showcase concert were all provided
by Shure and produced impressive results
for the CD and live DVD recordings.  Since
the students were rehearsing and perform-
ing for as many as 12 hours per day, the
earphones were critical for all of the musi-
cians working in amplified environments.”

Students from all over the U.S., including
the East Coast, Midwest and West Coast,
attended this year’s GRAMMY Camp,
which was held at one of California’s oldest

campuses—Citrus College in Glendora,
California. Located 30 miles northeast of
Los Angeles, daily instruction and perform-
ances took place in the Entertainment
Technology Complex, which includes two
state-of-the-art recording studios, 24 digital
audio workstations, a 1,400-seat theater, and
several lecture and practice facilities. It was a
perfect fit physically and philosophically.

“Our notion here is that even if you can
teach a young person to be a really good
musician, it’s still a tough road…because
the supply of great musicians outweighs the
demand, said Robert Slack, Dean of Fine &
Performing Arts at Citrus College. “But, if
you can teach them the technical, behind-
the-scenes stuff, and they have some
musical skills, all of the other jobs become

available. Just watch the credits of a movie
and you’ll see all of the opportunities for
someone with that combination of skills.”

“Our philosophy is not just about teach-
ing them how to act in front of a camera or
on stage, but also behind the scenes be-
cause those are viable jobs…viable careers,
too,” adds Slack.

According to Bolek, Slack and several of
the GRAMMY Camp instructors, the level
of musical talent and dedication of the
students was extraordinary.

“The kids were extremely responsible
and extremely talented,” said Matt Jones,
one of the GRAMMY Camp counselors.
“They were just so dedicated to their
work…very professional about what they
were doing. I was just blown away this
whole week. I was just expecting some kids
to get together and play some music, but
they [NARAS] did a national talent search
and got the cream of the crop.”

GRAMMY Camp instructors included
college faculty, GRAMMY-winning profes-

sionals and music industry specialists. The
curriculum, which was developed by Citrus
College staff, covered the creative process
and technical aspects of performing, re-
cording and distribution of music, while
emphasizing new and emerging technolo-
gies that are impacting the music industry.

In addition to the many hours spent
writing, practicing, rehearsing and listen-
ing, there were several field trips during the
week, including a visit to Capitol Records,
20th Century Fox studios and an MTV
taping. For many of the students, the
highlight of their week was a Super Panel
with David Foster, Jimmy Jam, Al Schmitt
and others on the opening day of
GRAMMY Camp. According to Slack, the
kids “were completely wowed.”

GRAMMY Camp concluded on Saturday,
August 7th, with a performance at Center-
staging, a state-of-the art rehearsal complex
in Burbank, California, which showcased
the talents of each student’s individual and
group projects. The evening was nothing
short of remarkable. It was truly amazing to
see what these young musicians accomp-
lished in just one week together.

“The level of the student’s musical
accomplishment, collegiality, and profes-
sionalism under a very rigorous learning
and performance schedule was remarkable
and very inspiring to the GRAMMY
Foundation and the industry specialists in-
volved with the Camp,” commented Bolek.
“There were so many genuine moments of
musical growth and development from the
students and their sincere gratitude back to
everyone in what they described as a ‘life-
altering’ experience is acknowledgment
that we achieved our goal for providing
them with the tools they will need to take
their musicianship to the next level.”
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